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Abstract This paper compares three multi-national
research infrastructures, one that provides data services, one that provides compute services, and one that
supports linguistics research. The aim is to jointly provide services to the user communities, and, perhaps
eventually, seamlessly interoperate. To this end, we look
at and compare how the infrastructures build their service federations (trust, service status, information systems), and how they manage users (identities, authentication, and authorisation).
Keywords Distributed infrastructure · Federated
identity management · Service discovery · Standards ·
Interoperation · Cloud computing

1 Introduction
Distributed compute, data, and more recently, cloud
infrastructures have been successful in providing resources to a wide variety of research communities. The
e-Infrastructure Reflection Group identified in 2004 the
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outline/vision of a distributed infrastructure comprised
of fabric (disk, CPU, networks), and a “middleware”
layer connecting the infrastructure across sites; user
communities would then develop and deploy their own
applications on top of the e-infrastructure [44]. Also the
Foster/Kesselman vision of grid computing [31], with
computing available on demand through standard interfaces, was hugely influential in the development and
use of e-infrastructures, leading for example to the middleware that is known as Globus Toolkit [29] and more
recent Globus cloud services [30].
The established e-infrastructures have been very
successful, having provided resources to researchers on
a national or multinational scale in TeraGrid [36], European National Grid Initiatives (NGIs), Extreme Science
and Engineering Discovery Environments (XSEDEs)
[52], or, in the case of the world-wide Large Hadron
Colliders (LHCs) Computing Grid, a truly global scale
[45]. They have provided data and compute resources
in support of a vast range of research.
The main contribution of this paper is connecting
the infrastructure, particularly focusing on security and
service discovery (Fig. 1). There is plenty of existing
work on e-infrastructure architecture and security, managing users and their communities [2, 8, 13, 18], which
we summarise below for the reader’s convenience. We
are, however, interested in the practical applications,
so we have chosen three infrastructures with different
purposes and look at the general challenges of bridging
them, as well as connecting their user communities. We
also look at the specifics of some of the key services
involved in this endeavour, going into details of recent
developments.
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Fig. 1 EUDAT federated authentication and service discovery. The EUDAT architecture without any specific authentication
and service discovery architecture. On the right are the EUDAT’s B2*services.

1.1 Connecting the Infrastructure to Itself

The following components are the key components to
defining and binding together an infrastructure:

– Common fabric security, i.e., X.509 host certificates
from trusted Certification Authorities.
– Service naming: Each relevant service must have a
name by which it can be discovered and referenced;
a typical type of name is a Web services endpoint
or URI.
– Service discovery/metadata: a way to discover
which services would be available to the user.
– Service registry: a location where each service is registered, typically used to record whether it is a legitimate part of the infrastructure and whether there
are scheduled downtimes, etc.
– Service information granularity: The information
model representing the service should be sufficiently
flexible to capture the service details from a coarseto fine-grained level. Furthermore, the model must
be interoperable as multiple infrastructures are discovering and advertising their services.
– Operations and support: From the user’s perspective, there should be a single point of contact for
support, and there should be a team responsible for
operating the service (as opposed to individual admins at each site.)

1.2 Connecting Users to the Infrastructure
Central to the e-infrastructures that are a focus in this
paper are:
– Common authentication: This allows each user to
access any part of the infrastructure with a single
credential (as well as accessing other infrastructures
with the same credential);
– Service discovery mechanisms: There has to be an
“entry point” which helps users discover services
that are available to them. Typically, this is a portal, but could also be hosted on a “user interface”
node (to which users log in or connect with remote
desktop);
– Service database (which may or may not be the
same as the service discovery): Typically, it is a central database listing the services that are part of the
e-infrastructure. By extension, an associated service
could be used to monitor service status, announce
scheduled downtimes, etc.;
– Common authorisation: This is needed across the
infrastructure to provide additional actions to researchers and users, enabling them to share data
and to collaboratively make use of the services provided.
Note the difference between the service discovery and
registry/database in Sect. 1.1 and 1.2: While they might
be the same service in some infrastructures, the former
is more likely to have an Application Programming Interface (API) to allow programmatic access (cf. R14 below), or technical interfaces for administrators, whereas
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the latter should be browser-accessible and more userfriendly.

2 Architecture and Concept Backgrounds
Unsurprisingly, the e-infrastructures covered here are
architecturally similar; even with independently designed architectures they end up often providing the
same types of services. Indeed, one of the achievements of the AARC project was a unified view of
the authentication and authorisation parts of the einfrastructures [32]. Also, common standards and interoperation play an important role, such as the GLUE
standard (Sect. 4.3.1), as they enable service discovery
across domains if used correctly [19].
Table 1 shows an overview of how the three different infrastructures provide interfaces for their users and
how they are connected internally. Here, “CLI” is short
for “command line interface” (which is generally considered harder to use for novices but saves time for experts); “WS” refers to web services for programmatic
access; and X.509 is the standard for certificates [18]
provided through IGTF (www.igtf.net). VOMS is the
Virtual Organization Membership Service, an attribute
authority [2]. Finally, BDII (Berkeley Database Information Index) and GOCDB (Grid Operations Centre
DataBase) are information services, used for service
discovery and registry, respectively, and are covered in
more detail in Sect. 3.3.
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web browser to access services via portals), such as
the SAML Web Single Sign-On (Web SSO) profile,
and use (subsets of) the eduPerson schema to publish
attributes.
As much research is international, it becomes useful
to connect national identity federations, despite their
publishing different attributes or having different levels
of assurance (LoAs). eduGain [20] is an inter-federation
identity management framework, which aims at interconnecting the national federations. However, there is
still a need for harmonisation due to the differences
between national federations; this is the subject of ongoing work from REFEDS (www.refeds.org) and recent
work from the Authentication and Authorisation for
Research and Collaboration (AARC) project [1]. As we
shall see, one option for infrastructure projects is to
implement a proxy to harmonise credentials [14], and
perhaps, via credential translation, provide support for
non-web (command line) access. The other main option
is to simply implement a project or community-specific
independent (non-federated) IdP. Obviously, many of
the advantages of SSO are then lost, but as we shall
see, the adherence to standards creates opportunities
for interoperation between infrastructures.
In the following subsections, we analyze the requirements from three different infrastructures: a research
community infrastructure, a data infrastructure, and
a compute/cloud infrastructure, the latter two being
multi-disciplinary. We look at these as individual infrastructures (cf. Table 1), but also at how they can
share users and services such as workflows.
3.1 CLARIN European Research Infrastructure

3 Requirements Analysis
In today’s research environments, Single Sign-On (SSO)
is an important requirement: It enables researchers to
use a single account to access remote services, and service providers do not need to maintain separate account
data, nor do they need password quality checking, password reset, maintaining user contact details, etc. Importantly, researchers present the same identity and can
use the same credential with several different services,
so SSO can potentially bridge infrastructures.
Extending SSO, national research networks
build identity management federations where Identity
Providers (IdPs) are bound by common federation policies, thus ensuring a common level of assurance (LoA)
of identities and a common set of attributes being
passed to the services. These attributes are used to
identify (or at least represent) the user to the service,
and/or used for authorisation. Typically, these national
federations use web-based technologies (users use a

Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure (CLARIN) [15] provides easy and sustainable
access for scholars in the humanities and social sciences
to digital language data (in written, spoken, or multimodal form), as well as access to advanced tools to discover, explore, exploit, annotate, analyse or combine
the data, regardless of where it is located. CLARIN is
building a networked federation of language data repositories, service centres and knowledge centres, with SSO
access for all members of the academic community in
all participating countries. Tools and data from different centres are interoperable, so that data collections
can be combined and tools from different sources can
be daisy-chained to perform complex operations.
The CLARIN infrastructure is fully operational in
many countries, and a large number of participating
centres are offering access services to data, tools and
expertise. At the same time, new services are added
by countries that joined more recently, and CLARIN’s
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Infra

User

4
Service
Authentication
Access methods§ (Web/CLI/WS)
Authorisation
Service discovery
Workflow
Authentication
Service discovery
Service registry

CLARIN
federated/own†
Web
own
Portal/Switchboard
WebLicht
IGTF
Portal/Switchboard
Switchboard

EUDAT
federated/own†
Web/CLI
own
Portal
N/A
IGTF
N/A
GOCDB

EGI
X.509/federated/own†
CLI/WS
VOMS
Wiki
N/A
IGTF
BDII
GOCDB

Table 1 Infrastructures need ways to give access to users, and to link services within the infrastructure. Some are the
infrastructure’s own, others are shared or come from an external federation. Abbreviations are explained in section 2.

datasets and services are constantly updated and improved. On the services page [16] we show the services
accessible at this moment, and explain how and by
whom the various services can be accessed.

3.2 EUDAT
European Data Infrastructure (EUDAT) [26] is a European data infrastructure which facilitates management and federation of “big (research) data” across Europe. It operates a number of services to deposit, replicate, and archive data. Services are geographically distributed across different organisations (which are currently the same as the project partners).

3.1.1 Requirements
R1 Single Sign-On (SSO): To provide single sign on,
users must be able to use a single identity for all
CLARIN services, and credentials should only be
required for the first authentication. Authorization
within the CLARIN infrastructure is not centrally
managed, but on a service per service basis. This is a
result of the distributed nature of the infrastructure,
where each CLARIN centre is responsible for the
services it runs.
R2 Delegation of user rights is crucial in a distributed
service oriented infrastructure such as the CLARIN
infrastructure [11]: A user typically stores data in
a workspace and wants services, possibly hosted
at other centres, to process the data in these
workspaces. The user is authenticated and authorized to the service and then wants to delegate
his/her identity and permission to the service, so
the service can access the workspace on behalf of
the user.
R3 Service discovery: Given a dataset, what services
are available to process this dataset? Given a service, what other services are available to operate on
the output of this service? It is necessary to have
a discovery service which describes the services’ capabilities and provides endpoints for accessible resources and services. An example of such a registry
is the Language Resource Switchboard [53]. It is important to point out that such a service registry is
not a workflow composition engine itself; instead a
workflow composition engine typically queries a service registry during workflow composition.

3.2.1 Requirements
R4 Single Sign-On (SSO): Users should be able to
access EUDAT services while authenticating with
their “home” credentials issued by their organisation’s identity provider. Without SSO, the users
would have to register with every service, and each
service in EUDAT would have to maintain its own
user database. This would not be scalable and
might lead to inconsistencies where the same information is stored in multiple databases. Therefore, the Authentication and Authorisation Infrastructure (AAI) technology must be able to support
SSO.
R5 Distributed authorisation: Once users can authenticate, the infrastructure needs to provide an architecturally central authorisation service (i.e., there is
only one) which is consistently enforced across the
distributed services. The main goals are: (1) harmonised authorization policy management per service, (2) authorization decisions must be applied
even in case any centralised service is unavailable,
and (3) based on standards such as eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [42].
R6 Non web-based federated access: While web-based
services are used as “high-level” access points,
there is sometimes a need to support command
line tools and “delegated” credentials. Typically
these drive services based on the data transfer protocol GridFTP [3], the storage service based on
iRODS [17], or services offering REST APIs.
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R7 Delegation of rights to other users or services is important in a data management pipeline where the
service or user should be able to perform a task on
a behalf of the user/owner of the data or resource.
R8 Multiple authentication protocols: None of the
EUDAT services were written from scratch; they
were all developed around existing software products. However, there was no single authentication
mechanism supported by all these products, so
EUDAT’s choice was to either choose a common
mechanism and implement it in all services, or alternatively support multiple authentication mechanisms within the infrastructure. EUDAT, building
on previous experiences in its project phase one,
chose the latter. Hence, the AAI should act as an
intermediary (a proxy in [10]) between the user and
the services and translate the credentials from one
form to the other to enable seamless access to the
service.
R9 Different level of assurance (LoA): Often, most of
the users perform less sensitive operations, for example reading a data set from B2SHARE (the
EUDAT data sharing service). For some of the users,
a high LoA is needed to perform privileged operations, for example uploading a dataset or invoking
a data archival operation. A low LoA is rather useful for the volunteer scientists (e.g., holding social
identities [34]) who are only interested in, say, visualisation of data. Therefore it is highly desirable for
the EUDAT AAI to support segregating the service
actions into different levels, hence associating each
credential with a different LoA.
R10 Service discovery: EUDAT infrastructure is comprised of many distributed heterogeneous services
and resources: storage resources, their providers,
data services, and authentication services, etc.
Thus, it is essential to know the offered capabilities,
types, and other specific characteristics (e.g. data
transfer rate or storage capacity) of services. The
infrastructure should enable users as well as monitoring system to discover the services based on the
service properties.
3.3 EGI
The European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) [21] is one of
the largest multidisciplinary grid and cloud infrastructures in Europe, hence a wide number of scientific user
communities and resource providers are involved. EGI
offers a set of distributed services which enable users
to execute complex computing workflows. The authentication and authorisation infrastructure is based on
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), the service discovery
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is supported by incorporating Berkley Database Information Index (BDII) [9] and Grid Operations Centre
Database (GOCDB) [37]. This section focuses on federated authentication [14] and service discovery [22] requirements of the EGI infrastructure.
3.3.1 Requirements
R11 Single Sign-On (SSO): The users should be able to
use their single institutional identity to access the
EGI services. Since EGI is based on PKI, users normally authenticate with their end-entity X.509 certificate. SSO will require a proxy generating a temporary certificate on behalf of the user (via a trusted
online Certification Authority).
R12 Non web-based federated access: Most of the EGI
services are accessed through web portals, but some
of them offer command line access.
R13 Delegation: Users often submit compute jobs or
workflows to the EGI High-Performance Computing (HPC) or cloud resources, and the user job may
need to stage-in or stage-out data to a storage resource. Consequently, the compute service may need
delegated access to the storage resource on the users’
behalf. The delegation of rights is essential in the
given use case, and in some cases credential translation is necessary as the services may not necessarily
use the same authentication protocol.
R14 Service discovery: In addition to providing lists of
services for users and administrators, the service
registry plays a significant role in composing as well
as executing workflows.
3.4 Specific Service Discovery Requirements
R15 Common service information model: The federated
infrastructure registry should be able to provide a
means of publishing information in a standard- and
middleware-agnostic manner.
R16 Unified service registration and query protocol:
EGI uses different middlewares (UNICORE, ARC,
Globus, HTCondor, etc.), each potentially with its
own native information system. While a provider
only needs to talk to their “local” information system (R18), it would be nice if all information systems had a consistent API.
R17 Service lifecycle management: It is necessary to have
a consistent API to manage the whole lifecycle of the
services by the service providers/publishers – registration, discovery, query, downtimes, suspension,
deregistration.
R18 Support for registry hierarchies: Each domain (NGI)
has its own registry since it can act as an infrastruc-
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ture in its own right. Support for a registry hierarchy
provides a unified registry for the infrastructure.
R19 Replication of service information: To achieve robustness within the service discovery infrastructure,
the technology should support replication of information across distributed entities whereby the failure of one registry node should not hamper the
functioning of other registry nodes. Moreover, better
performance can also be achieved by routing traffic
to less occupied registry nodes. The registry should
be able to replicate its state across other registry
nodes in an automated fashion.
R20 Scalability: The registry should be able to cope with
the discovery of large numbers of services in a global
scale infrastructure. Since the number of services
can also grow dramatically, the underlying database
technology should be capable of distributing the service records horizontally and in a cost-effective manner.

SD

AAI

3.5 Discussion

Requirements
SSO
Delegation
Non-web federated access
Multiple
authentication
protocols
LoAs
Distributed authorisation
Service discovery
Unified API
Replication
Hierarchies
Service
info.
lifecycle management
Common information model

Fig. 2 B2ACCESS: EUDAT AAI federated user authentication and management components and the target B2* services

tribute naming, data access policies, user and service
provisioning, and attribute mapping.

4 Unified Federated Discovery and Identity
Management
4.1 B2ACCESS: The EUDAT AAI Proxy

CLARIN
3
3
7

EUDAT
3
3
3

EGI
3
3
3

7

3

3

7
7

3
3

3
3

3

3

3

3
3
7
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3

3

3

Table 2 Summary of the requirements analysis

Table 2 summarises the AAI and service discovery (SD)
requirements from EUDAT, CLARIN, and EGI. It can
be observed that most of the requirements are overlapping with each other. This, however, creates a strong
motivation for having a common framework for federated service access and discovery. Although they seem
similar, it is pertinent to consider certain factors, such
as the number of users and services, types of services,
cross organisational/domain/country service access, at-

The B2ACCESS architecture is shown in Fig. 2. On
the left-hand side of the diagram, B2ACCESS maps
primary user identities, including a (sub)set of associated attributes, from external domains onto the
EUDAT domain. The external IdPs can be connected to
the B2ACCESS service by using different technologies:
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), X.509
certificates, and OpenID Connect. For users without
access to a suitable IdP, B2ACCESS itself can act as
an IdP via a B2ACCESS-specific username and password. On the right-hand side of Fig. 2, the harmonised
credential connects to EUDAT services also using different technologies, depending on the target service:
SAML, OAuth2, or short-lived X.509 certificates. In all
cases, credentials are managed by B2ACCESS and can
be delegated to the target service (for credentials that
support delegation), and need not be managed by the
user at all: Only users who need command line tools
need to download and manage credentials (in our case,
the X.509 certificate).
In particular, B2ACCESS releases a unified set of
attributes (Table 3) to the Service Providers (SPs) in
the EUDAT infrastructure. The SPs can define authorization policies to grant certain permissions to a user
based on the values of attributes associated with the
user’s identity. This is known as Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC), as opposed to the more traditional Role-Based Access Control (RBAC). Examples
are group membership, community membership, and
LoAs.
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B2ACCESS also provides account management,
both for the users themselves and administrators. While
many of the attribute values are gathered from the external IdP or during the registration process and are
fairly stable, group membership can change more often
and thus needs a management workflow, as well as delegated permissions (to community/group managers) in
B2ACCESS. This is discussed in Sect. 4.1.3.
The B2ACCESS approach requires a one-time registration step for new users. The first time a user logs
in by using B2ACCESS, the user is presented with a
registration form. This allows us to require acceptance
of license agreements and terms of use and, if needed,
to request additional attributes. After completing this
registration step, the actual mapping from the external
identity onto the EUDAT identity is persisted in the
B2ACCESS database.
4.1.1 Example: Accessing B2SHARE and B2SAFE
As an illustration of the process described above, we
look at the data sharing service B2SHARE. When
authenticating to B2SHARE, the user is directed to
B2ACCESS and authenticates via an IdP, say, a
SAML IdP. B2SHARE supports OpenID Connect, so
B2ACCESS converts the credential into a token which
is presented to B2SHARE as an (anonymised) proof of
identity. When it needs further attributes, B2SHARE
obtains them from B2ACCESS via the “userinfo” API.
We shall return to this example in Sect. 4.4.
When the user logs in, the SAML credential presented by their IdP is also converted into a short-lived
X.509 credential.
B2SAFE needs an X.509 certificate. Typically, such
a service is accessed through a portal, either one dedicated to the service, or as a feature in the user’s community portal. In this case, the portal generates the
key pair and the certificate request, sends the request
to B2ACCESS, and waits for B2ACCESS to return the
X.509 certificate. B2ACCESS signs the certificate when
the user has authenticated, and embeds relevant attributes into the certificate. For users requiring command line access (e.g. to B2SAFE), B2ACCESS can
also generate the key pair and certificate itself, and let
the user download both. The user then installs them
locally and uses their command line tool. In its current implementation, B2ACCESS supports command
line tools for services that use X.509, or for OAuth (via
a bearer token).
Generally, converted credentials are only valid for a
short period of time (hours instead of days), because
they are managed on the user’s behalf by services, they
are not held by the users themselves.
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Fig. 3 Credential translation

4.1.2 Attribute Harmonisation
Since B2ACCESS accepts identities from many external IdPs, and different IdPs have different attribute release policies, the incoming set of attributes is very
likely heterogeneous. This makes it difficult for SPs
to define authorization policies. As mentioned above,
B2ACCESS acts as a proxy and tries to harmonize
all incoming attribute information. This may imply
mapping attribute values from other schemata onto attributes in the EUDAT attribute schema. If any essential attributes are not released by the IdP, B2ACCESS
will ask the user to supply these attributes during the
initial registration step.
Since users can be asked to supply values for missing attributes, and it is not considered feasible for the
B2ACCESS operators to check all these values, we have
concluded that a LoA per external IdP is not sufficient,
but a LoA per attributes is needed, at least for the
more important attributes such as e-mail or organisational affiliation. An attribute provided by a high LoA
IdP gets assigned a high LoA while a user-supplied attribute value gets a low(er) level LoA. This is currently
under development.
In the current implementation, however, there is a
single LoA attribute, namely the LoA associated with
the user’s (external) IdP (as determined by B2ACCESS
operators; we do not ask IdPs to publish their LoA and
would not necessarily trust the value if they did.) Typically, X.509 and Academic SAML IdPs are assigned
a high level of assurance while the social and direct
B2ACCESS IdPs are assigned a lower level of assurance.
4.1.3 Group Management
EUDAT consists of many service providers offering a
wide range of services and tools. Some of these tools
are publicly accessible, but most apply authorization
to at least some of the actions which can be performed
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Name
urn:oid:2.5.4.49,
distinguishedName
unity:persistent
urn:oid:2.5.4.3,
cn
urn:oid:1.2.840.
113549.1.9.1,
userName
urn:oid:2.5.4.10,
o
email
memberOf

Mandatory Description
YES
Distinguished name (DN)

loa

YES

YES
YES

Persistent identifier
Common name

YES

Principal

YES

Organisational affiliation

YES
NO

E-mail address
The service will perform the
authorisation decision based
on these roles.
Level of assurance

Table 3 EUDAT Attributes

in that service or tool. As mentioned earlier, attributes
released by B2ACCESS, and group membership especially, are used in these authorization policies. To provide fine-grained control, a hierarchical group structure
has been defined providing: (1) a high-level domain directly under the root, defining the infrastructure, community or project, (2) multiple service level domains
as children of a high-level domain, one for each service
that falls under that specific high-level domain, and (3)
the freedom for administrators to define anything below
the service level domain to cater for any service-specific
needs.
Administrators can be defined on any level to ease
the administrative burden of managing the group membership. Typically, the main B2ACCESS administrators have permission in B2ACCESS to manage all
groups, including the high-level domains.

4.2 Distributed Authorization within EUDAT
To fulfil the requirements mentioned in R5, a solution
based on XACML is under development, based on a
proposed architecture shown in Fig. 4. This architecture allows for harmonised management of the XACML
policies in the central service Policy Administration
Point (PAP). Multiple instances of a single service can
be deployed across data centres; thus, there is the need
to run a central PAP and Policy Repository (PR) combination to harmonise authorisation policies for the service as a whole, covering all instances running at the
individual data centres. The central service PR is replicated to the EUDAT data centres. Each data centre has
a local PR. Changes are only pushed from the central
service PR to the local PRs.
Each EUDAT centre is running a Policy Decision
Point (PDP) with access to the local PR and each B2-

Fig. 4 The EUDAT XACML-based distributed authorization service

service has a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) which
communicates with the centres PDP. This allows for
authorization decisions even if the central service PR is
unavailable.
An additional function of the central PAP/PR is to
provide a ingest endpoint which can be used to ingest
XACML policies from external sources, such as community repositories.

4.3 Federated Service Discovery with the EMI Service
Registry (EMIR)
The infrastructures (EUDAT, EGI, CLARIN in our
case) offer different types of services: cloud, compute, data, authentication, authorisation, etc. The
EMI Service Registry (EMIR) has been designed
and implemented in the European Middleware Initiative (EMI) [25] project. EMIR aims to provide robust service discovery within large scale infrastructures [27]. The initial implementation was driven by
major European grid computing middlewares (UNICORE, Advanced Resource Connector (ARC), gLite,
and dCache). However, the scope of the service provisioning and discovery within EMIR is not limited
to grid and therefore offers a versatile service discovery utility adequate from small- to large-scale data
and cloud infrastructures. The details of EMIR are described in the following subsections (see also Fig. 5).
4.3.1 Concepts
The core notion of EMIR is to enable discovery of services. The set of services can be grouped in a domain
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order to be concise and yet extensible, only the abstract representation (or entities) is taken into account
and forms the basis of EMIR’s Service Record (SR). Table 4 shows a subset of the mandatory attributes that
represent a service. The JSON record in Listing 1 shows
a minimal B2SHARE instance.

Attribute name
Service ID
Name
Endpoint URL
Capability
Service technology
Fig. 5 Federated service registry: Service discovery in heterogeneous federated infrastructure

Service time-to-live (TTL)
Service type

(such as an NGI), and multiple domains can be organised in a hierarchical structure. The domain is an autonomous entity and can be connected with other domains in a hierarchy to form a federation. The top-level
domain can replicate its information to other top-level
domains in a peer-like fashion. The replication of information at the root of the hierarchy makes the federation
infrastructure resilient to failures.
EMIR is based on two main components: the
Domain Service Registry (DSR) and the Global Service Registry (GSR). The primary difference between
the two depends on their position in the hierarchy.
The DSR represents any node in the hierarchy, while
the GSR always sits on the top (root node). The service to be discovered is published through a Service
Record (SR) using the OGF GLUE 2.0 [47] standard.
4.3.2 Service Information Model
According to the requirement R15 of a common service
information model, the registry should be capable of
representing the infrastructure services of any type. It
could be a service having any of the (storage, cloud,
network, HPC, etc.) capabilities that may dynamically
(dis)appear within an e-infrastructure. In order to address the service discovery use cases from the large spectrum of scientific domains, EMIR adopts the standard
GLUE 2.0 information model [47]. Since GLUE is an
information model and does not provide a normative realisation, the Open Grid Forum recommendations [48]
and [49] were used as a foundation to implement the
service registry in the XML and JSON format, respectively. For the latter, the emerging JSON-Spec standard
(similar XSD for XML) is used for the implementation.
Since the GLUE model can become very extensive, in

Service version
Service health

Description
A globally unique identifier
for the service
Human-readable name
Location to access the service
An array of offered capabilities
The technology used to implement the service
The visibility of the service
within an infrastructure
Service type according to
namespace-based classification
Specific service version
Monitoring
information
about service state

Table 4 Service record schema containing a set of core service attributes [38]

{
"Service_Name":"B2DROP",
"Service_Type":"eu.eudat.b2drop",
"Service_Capability":["data sharing"],
"Service_Endpoint_URL":"http://b2drop.eudat.eu",
"Service_Endpoint_Technology":"technology",
"Service_Endpoint_InterfaceVersion":["v1.0"],
"Service_Endpoint_HealthState":"ok",
}

Listing 1: Service record in GLUE 2.0 JSON format

4.3.3 Hierarchical Aggregation
EMIR allows creating flexible registry hierarchies of
DSR nodes with GSR on top. Figure 6 illustrates a simplified hierarchical aggregation model where the service
records are published from a leaf node (a service publisher) and traverse the DSRs to the root GSR node.
The top level GSR node is eventually consistent [51];
however, due to the network latency of service records
being published, the freshness of information could be
affected. While designing the registry, two major factors
must be taken into account:
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Fig. 7 EMIR P2P network of registries

4.3.5 Authentication and Authorisation
Fig. 6 Hierarchical (bottom to top) aggregation of information

– The registries are geographically distributed across
different administrative domains. In order to cope
with intermediary (availability or network) failure
of nodes, an in-memory database (dotted database
icon in Fig. 6) is used that captures the (unsynchronised) modifications.
– A service record may contain a variety of projector virtual organisation-specific information (apart
from what has been mentioned in Table 4). Therefore, unlike conventional SQL, a schema-free or
NoSQL approach (using MongoDB [39]) has been
implemented. The database also offers horizontal
scalability to distribute the large number of service
records over multiple database instances.
4.3.4 A Peer-to-Peer Approach to the Replication of
GSRs
The notion of replication of GSR top level registry
nodes in a hierarchy is based on the Pastry algorithm [46] and inspired by the ISIS [40] algorithm used
in the ARC middleware Peer-to-Peer (P2P) information system. Unlike the basic structured P2P concepts
of distributing the keys on an overlay network, and
non-structured approaches of replicating the information [28], EMIR slightly modifies the algorithm and
replicates the keys among the peer GSR nodes in the
network and makes the information eventually consistent [51] after a certain period of time. By replicating
the information, all the services can be discovered from
any of the available GSRs, which makes the infrastructure resilient to bottlenecks and failures.
The sparsity, the number of neighbours each P2P
node should replicate to, is another key factor (Fig. 7).
Selecting a smaller value would consume less bandwidth
at a given time but take longer to reach consistency.

The DSR and GSR nodes expose a programmatic interface to the service publishers, as well as to the applications, to publish and query service records. In addition, the nodes must connect with the other nodes to
form a hierarchy or a P2P network. Publishing a service requires a high LoA credential (X.509 certificate),
so attackers can not inject malicious services or modify existing services, so all EMIR nodes, and all entities
authorised to publish services, must have X.509 certificates issued by a trusted authority.

4.4 Overall Architecture
Figure 8 is an updated version of Fig. 1, showing the
details of the two middle rectangles. To look at this
process in more detail, we return to our example from
Sect. 4.1.1. Figure 9 depicts a sequence diagram, with
the following steps:
1. A CLARIN user requires a EUDAT data sharing service to deposit her data, and therefore send
queries for the “data sharing” service types to
EMIR.
2. The user sends a request of depositing their research
dataset on B2SHARE.
3. As the access token is missing from the user’s request, B2SHARE will redirect (using the HTTP
protocol) the user to the B2ACCESS service, the
authenticating party, and then further to the user’s
organisation IdP.
4. The user authenticates themselves, here with a username and password, to the IdP.
5. We assume for this use case that the user is already registered with the B2ACCESS service, so
B2ACCESS will not attempt to register them. Instead, B2ACCESS updates its information about
the user, if necessary, based on the user attributes in
the SAML assertion which has been received from
the IdP.
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Fig. 8 Integrated federated authentication and service discovery architecture

6. The user (or rather the user’s browser) receives and then forwards an authorisation code
to the B2SHARE service. On the basis of the
code, B2SHARE requests an access token from
B2ACCESS.
7. B2SHARE receives an access token.
8. B2SHARE validates the access token and eventually grants the user to deposit/publish/share her
data. The data stored on the EUDAT resources
(B2SHARE) should now be replicated across multiple storage systems.
9. In order to replicate data with B2SAFE, B2SHARE
requires a X.509 credential and sends a request
and the access token (from previous flow) to the
B2ACCESS Certification Authority (CA) server.
The CA server validates the access token and the
request.
10. The CA requests a full set of attributes (containing the user’s role, group, email, etc.) from the
B2ACCESS database.
11. A short-lived X.509 credential is generated, containing the user’s attributes in its extensions, and returned to the B2SHARE service.
12. The B2SHARE service can now replicate the data
to the relevant B2SAFE nodes.
4.4.1 Cross-Infrastructure Federated Service Access
Figure 10 extends the example in Sect. 4.4. We should
point out that the scenario is not possible today; a few
components are still missing. Nevertheless, it is instructive, as the missing pieces will help us understand the
barriers to interoperation.

Let us assume that a CLARIN user is in possession
of a corpus, and wishes to work on a particular data
set from it, consisting of video and image data, and the
work will result in annotations.
1. The user looks up data exchange services and corpus
annotation services on EMIR, and EMIR returns a
list of endpoints on multiple infrastructures.
2. The user selects a B2DROP endpoint (an EUDAT
data exchange service [4]) and tries to access its
workspace to upload the corpus.
3. B2DROP checks whether the user is authenticated
and redirects to B2ACCESS service as before.
4. After successful authentication to B2SAFE, the user
uploads the corpus and obtains a unique reference to
the corpus. Upload is completed through an OAuth
token.
5. The user selects Corpus Annotation Service (CAS)
from EGI, and submits a compute request which
includes the reference to the corpus, as well as a
(bearer) token that authorises the service to access
the relevant part of the corpus. The user authenticates to EGI using their EUDAT certificate1 .
6. CAS retrieves (through the provided reference and
token) the corpus and processes the relevant parts
of it.
7. B2SHARE receives the processed (annotated) data
from the CAS service. Here, B2SHARE does not
have any prior authorisation from the user, nor does
it have the option to ask for one (as CAS is running
without the user’s direct intervention). Thus, CAS
needs to upload data using the delegated certificate.
1

If B2DROP had used certificates, the EGI service could
have used its delegated certificate to access the data.
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Fig. 9 Sequence diagram showing service discovery, federated authentication, credential translation, and attribute harmonisation in the EUDAT infrastructure
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– An EMIR service is needed which aggregates services across all three infrastructures. Note that there
is no access control on querying service information.
– As with resource allocation, accounting also needs
to be consistent.
5 Discussion

Fig. 10 CLARIN data staging use case showing crossinfrastructure federated authentication and service discovery

Note that the certificate also contains the e-mail
address as metadata, so the service is able to notify
the user of the upload, including of course a link to
the data.
8. Finally, the user fetches the annotated corpus from
the provided link.
As we have mentioned, unlike the scenario in
Sect. 4.4, the scenario above is an aim. It is not possible
today, but it serves to highlight the current gaps:
– EUDAT and EGI must both accept the same certificates. Unlike IGTF certificates (www.igtf.net),
certificates generated for federation-internal use are
not trusted across infrastructures, due to the variation in LoA. Work is in progress to harmonise on
RCauth [43].
– Likewise, we have, in this scenario, skipped lightly
over the authorisation process. In practice, EGI
would allocate resources to the community, thus
requiring community membership attributes to be
communicated with the credential because an EGI
service would not a priori be authorised to query
user attributes from B2ACCESS. In fact, these attributes are currently communicated with the credential, but will not be after a migration to RCauth.
In other words, cross-infrastructure authorisation
needs a lot more thought.
– B2ACCESS provides consistent user mapping
across OAuth/OpenID Connect credentials and certificates. In the scenario above, a service would
sometimes need to use one, sometimes the other:
B2SHARE would need to accept a certificate from
CAS, but OpenID Connect from the user’s browser
in step 8. In the current infrastructures, services either use one or the other, but not both.
– The current production instance of B2DROP is, as
of this writing, not integrated with B2ACCESS.

This paper presented a federated AAI and service discovery framework. The B2ACCESS service implementing the AAI presented in this paper fulfils requirements
R1, R4, R2, R7, R6, R8, and R9 of CLARIN and
EUDAT because it manages authentication, user attributes, and credential translation in one service. In addition to that, EMIR addresses requirements R3, R15,
R16, R18, R19, and R20 by offering a robust service discovery for EGI infrastructure (or alike). In particular, it
combines a hierarchical model that allows subdomains
to manage their resources with a peer-to-peer model
across the top-level nodes.
In the context of EMIR, the registry nodes are relatively static in nature, so they can rely on PKI and
Access Control Lists (ACLs) for authentication and authorisation, respectively. This requires a communication between the administrators to exchange the nodes’
information.
In terms of B2ACCESS, there are a number of areas
(while liaising with EUDAT and AARC) in the future
to look into:
– Connecting infrastructures through shared (mutually trusted) authentication. Harmonised communication of the LoA will be useful, which is work in
progress through the REFEDS work.
– Supporting multiple LoA and also providing a standard means (e.g. step-up authentication) to augment the assurance levels. Work in progress in
AARC should provide guidance on this.
– Integration of a fine-grained and externalised authorisation system based on the XACML standard.
However, as we saw in Sect. 4.4.1, much more research is needed in cross-infrastructure authorisation.
– Unsurprisingly, heterogeneous services which need
several different “flavours” of credentials (as in EUDAT) make it harder to build cross-infrastructure
(or indeed inter-infrastructure) interoperation.
5.1 Impact on Infrastructures
B2ACCESS already provides production-ready AAI for
EUDAT infrastructure2 , which implies integration as
2

https://b2access.eudat.eu
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well as enabling federated access (using federated identities) to all the B2 services, with dissimilar authentication protocols (SAML, OIDC, PKI). Given the adoption of B2ACCESS in EUDAT, other scientific communities such as EPOS are also considering to deploy
B2ACCESS (independently from EUDAT) in their own
research infrastructure. B2ACCESS being EUDAT AAI
plays an important role within the AARC consortium
as one of its objectives is to achieve interoperability
of B2ACCESS across e/cyber/research-infrastructures,
such as EGI, PRACE and ELIXIR identity and service federations. This is, however, more than an interoperability exercise as (in particular) EGI and EUDAT will have to collaborate by sharing their services
within the future EU-funded EOSC-Hub project, the
successor of the EUDAT project. Alongside the interoperation, B2ACCESS has fed its experiences into
building the AARC Blueprint Architecture [10]. Being an SP/IdP proxy, B2ACCESS has significantly reduced the barrier of trust management between service and identity federations. There are also risks when
users’ identity is compromised and since EUDAT hosts
and manages data from scientific communities, the attacker can delete or rewrite users’ datasets with arbitrary data. To cope with such attacks, B2ACCESS
adopts the SIRTFI [6] framework to react immediately
and mitigate the risks. While the users and services are
provisioned into the EUDAT’s B2ACCESS service, the
registration goes through a formal process for approval
by the B2ACCESS administrators, to check whether
the identity is compliant with EUDAT policies. As for
EMIR, it has been integrated with all the services which
are included in the EMI services catalogue, thus it has
enabled publishing and querying of the services by the
infrastructure operators, monitoring systems and other
services (for example workflow). However, EMIR is also
being evaluated for service discovery purposes within
the EUDAT and EGI infrastructures.

5.2 Impact on Users
With B2ACCESS in EUDAT, end users from various
scientific communities (CLARIN, ELIXIR, DARIAH,
TERENO, EPOS, ENES, etc.) possessing a single identity have federated access to the EUDAT’s B2 services.
The underlying credentials of the users can be SAML
ID, Social ID (from Google, Facebook or ORCID) and
X.509 certificates. The EUDAT services do not rely on
any single authentication protocol, thus B2ACCESS enabled the authentication by translation of credentials.
As far as service discovery is concerned, EMIR has facilitated the users and software clients by querying of
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infrastructure services based on the service metadata
(service type and capabilities).
6 Related work
Federated Identity Management (FIM) or AAI in a
broader sense has been a challenge for many years [33];
though the social, commercial and research application providers are recently getting more traction towards external rather than built-in identity management solutions. It is also pertinent for a collaborative
infrastructure like EUDAT, providing secure and federated data management services to the research communities [5,12,15, 35] in which the earth scientists or
linguists would want to collaborate (for example share
their data) within or across research communities, given
each communities have already their established external or internal identity management system in place, so
they bring their own identities.
ELIXIR is one of the largest research infrastructures in Europe, having their own data and identity
management infrastructure. The main goals of ELIXIR
are to orchestrate the collection, quality control and
archiving of large amounts of biological data produced
by life science experiments. It also has an aim to improve the long-term sustainability of biological datasets
[23]. The ELIXIR AAI [24] provides web identity federation while integrating with Global Authentication
INfrastrcuture (eduGAIN) [20] inter-federation service.
In addition to that, the AAI allows users to authenticate with their social identities, which are issued from
Google, ORCID and Facebook. It supports associating
remote user identities with infrastructure-wide identifiers. Unlike B2ACCESS, ELIXIR AAI lacks support
for credentials translation. Similarly, ELIXIR’s support
for multiple authentication protocols is limited, hence
it does not provide end user authentication with endentity X.509 certificates and LDAP based credentials.
XSEDE [52] is the successor to TeraGrid [36], an
NSF funded HPC and grid infrastructure. It consists
of a collection of advanced digital resources and services (like supercomputers, visualization and storage
systems, collections of data, software, networks, and
expert support) that support researchers in various scientific domains. XSEDE relies on Globus Auth [50], a
framework for identity and access management. Like
B2ACCESS, the Globus Auth framework allows integration with SAML-based identity federations, identity
linking, identity brokering (or credential translation)
and group management. Furthermore, Globus Auth
uses MyProxy-based CILogon [41, 7] to enable federated
access to non-browser-based resources, which in particular rely on short-lived X.509 credentials. B2ACCESS
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instead uses its own online CA to generate the shortlived credentials. However, integration of B2ACCESS
with RCAuth [43] (a modified version of CILogon service for European infrastructures) is being tested and
evaluated, but will have consequences, as mentioned
above.

7 Conclusions
In recent years, large-scale infrastructures have substantially evolved where the federated service discovery and access have become increasingly relevant. Users
benefit from having a single credential across the whole
infrastructure, and benefit further when it is used
across multiple infrastructures. With a unified approach
to identity management, authentication, authorisation,
and accounting, users are able to run workflows and
access and store data from one infrastructure to another, thus further enabling user communities and service providers to build more sophisticated services. As
with the registry of services for a country, it should
be feasible in the near future to extend these into hierarchies of services, similar to the current global grid
infrastructures. However, the details matter, and different technologies, varying levels of assurance, different protocols, schemata, conventions and culture can
all provide gaps that prevent users from seamlessly interoperating services across infrastructures. However,
as we have seen in the present paper, many of the required building blocks are already present, as is the
will to interoperate. Also helpful are the harmonisation activities by REFEDS and AARC, and, if needed,
the opportunity for standardisation through standardsdefining organisations such as DMTF and OGF.
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